NEW SNOW

OVERNIGHT  24 HOURS  48 HOURS  7 DAYS  SNOW BASE  CUMULATIVE
1cm / 0in  1cm / 0in  8cm / 3in  9cm / 4in  93cm / 36in  158cm / 62in

WEATHER AT  3:02 PM

TEMPERATURE  WINDS  CONDITIONS
VILLAGE  0 °C / 32 °F  -  Lightly Snowing
ALPINE  -2 °C / 28 °F  Light at 11 - 32 km/h from the SE  Lightly Snowing
PEAK  -3 °C / 27 °F  High at 46 - 67 km/h from the S  Lightly Snowing

FREEZING LEVEL : 800 Metres  VISIBILITY : Variable

GROOMING

(See mobile app or on-mountain TV’s for a list of groomed runs)

WHISTLER  32  419
BLACKCOMB  25  321

ALPINE SURFACE CONDITIONS : Machine Groomed  MID-MOUNTAIN SURFACE CONDITIONS : Machine Groomed

TERRAIN PARKS & FAMILY ZONES

WHISTLER  BLACKCOMB
TERRAIN PARK  Open  Open
TREE FORT  Open  -
MAGIC CASTLE  -  Closed
Coca-Cola tube park  -  Open

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

7th Heaven Express and Harmony 6 Express are now open. The Blackcomb ski out is open via the yellow brick road. The ski-out to Whistler Village is open via Expressway and Lower Olympic. A marginal ski out is available to Creekside base. For up to date information on which terrain is currently open please visit: www.whistlerblackcomb.com/open.

Weather is always a variable early season, and we have a unique snowpack this Christmas. We are opening terrain as it becomes safe to do so. For skiers in resort, stick within our operational boundary, marked with ropes and signage. Areas outside the ropes have not been prepared for you to ski and may have hidden hazards. Do not duck ropes.

There is information on the backcountry pages, on WhistlerBlackcomb.com, for those who are specifically accessing the backcountry. The upcoming period is a period to stick to conservative, low-angle terrain and be aware of the potential hazard from overhead slopes or nearby steep slopes that may affect you.

The Coca-Cola Tube Park is now open at Base 2 with limited terrain available. The Treefort is now open on Whistler between 10 am and 3pm.

The adult learning area at Olympic Mid Station on Whistler Mountain is the perfect area for guests that are new to skiing or boarding.